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ABSTRACT

As modem transport environments become increasingly complex, issues such as such as crew communication, interaction with
automation, and workload management have become crucial. Much research is being focused on holistic aspects of social and
cognitive behavior, such as the strategies used to handle workload, the flow of information, the scheduling of tasks, the verbal
and non-verbal interactions between crew members. Traditional laboratory performance measures no longer sufficiently meet the
needs of researchers addressing these issues. However observational techniques are better equipped to capture the type of data
needed and to build models of the requisite level of sophistication. Presented here is SHAPA, an interactive software tool for
performing both verbal and non-verbal protocol analysis. It has been developed with the idea of affording the researcher the
closest possible degree of engagement with protocol data. The researcher can configure SHAPA to encode protocols using any
theoretical framework or encoding vocabulary that is desired. SHAPA allows protocol analysis to be performed at any level of
analysis, and it supplies a wide variety of tools for data aggregation, manipulation. The output generated by SHAPA can be used
alone or in combination with other performance variables to get a rich picture of the influences on sequences of verbal or non-
verbal behavior.

INTRODUCTION

Current Research Issues in Transport Environments

Today's cockpit environment is a challenging one. Crew
members have to handle complex information that arrives
through a variety of different channels: information management
systems, visual displays, ATC, other crew members and so on.
In addition, new on-board systems are continually being
developed that need to be evaluated and refined in the context of
piloting tasks.

Automation introduces a variety of issues. In many ways, it acts
as an extra crew member. It is an entity that not only demands
attention but is a source of information. As such, it contributes
to the coordinative and information complexity in the cockpit.
How do on-board computers affect how decisions are made and
how information flows between crew members? Does
automation decrease the amount of information overtly
communicated, possibly resulting in misunderstanding? A
computer may disrupt more accustomed exchanges between
crew members by providing total or partial solutions to
problems, or by interruption. Monitoring automated systems
may itself produce workload. Alternatively, pilots may
experience "underload, and feel removed from the basic
piloting task. Does the operator trust the computer? Can the
computer be used effectively to offload workload? Who takes
responsibility for the allocation, and how does variation in
workload between operators affect overall crew performance?
These issues are being addressed by various researchers
(Foushee, 1984; Wiener, 1985)

Because there are moments of distinct overload and quite long
periods of underload, the management of workload becomes
crucial. The individual must manage his or her own workload
and, where relevant, do so in the context of how workload is
allocated in a group of people. If a computer is present, its role
in adding or taking away workload must be evaluated.

Hart (1988) has argued that overload and underload exist on a
continuum. If overloaded, operators may defer or even shed
tasks, and may choose tasks to perform on a different basis than
usual. Hart argues that many tasks in a mission are discrete in

nature and have "windows of opportunity" within which they
can be completed. Given this, operators actually have a
reasonable amount of discretion in how they organize their time,
and may develop strategies for doing so. Workload then
becomes a function not only of initial conditions such as task
requirements, interface and operator resources, and operator
experience, but also of how the operator assesses and reacts to
the situation as it unfolds, and as he/she believes it will be in the
future. Accordingly, the influence of conscious, strategic
factors on workload and performance is now receiving a lot of
attention.

Once it is accepted that the operator manages his or her workload
strategically and creatively, research questions become less
molecular and more molar. The determinants of workload will
now lie in answers to questions such as: What does the operator
know about the current situation? Is the operator happy with his
or her level of performance? Does the operator have a particular
strategy--or short-cut--for achieving a goal in the present
situation? How does the operator manage an uneven level of
workload? How does the operator prioritize tasks when they
vary in terms of priority, time for completion, inherent cognitive
or motor difficulty, and probability of being successfully
completed within the time available? How will an operator's
strategy change with time pressure?

It is clear that molecular information processing measures of
performance such as reaction time and RMS error fail to answer
such questions. New conceptual and methodological tools will
be required. These tools will have to be sensitive to global,
conscious, and deliberate aspects of behavior. In particular, it
will be very important to be able to categorize behavior and
detect patterns. Only on this basis can new models of workload
be developed.

Observational Techniques

Many of the issues described above are not amenable to
controlled experimentation, and traditional performance
measures such as reaction time do not convey sufficient
information to build the types of conceptual models needed.
Observational techniques are far more suitable as they can
provide ways of collecting data in a way that does not ar0ficially
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constrain behavior and they provide various ways of analyzing
data gathered in naturalistic environments. For example, non-
verbal protocols can be collected of crew actions and gestures.
In addition, there is much to be gained from eliciting conscious
knowledge about strategies, tactics and other concerns from
those we observe in such environments. Verbal protocols can
be collected, where appropriate, to give an idea of the cognitive
processes and strategies used. It is argued that many methods of
data reduction used in ethology will be useful in analyzing these
two sources of data. Both these can be analyzed alongside the
more traditional performance measures.

There have been debates about the validity of verbal protocol
data. Ericsson and Simon (1984) have argued that it should be
possible to treat verbal data like any other sort of data. They
ar_.. e that all data processing requires transformation from an
initial observation to a form in which theories can be tested: "the
cognitive processes that generate verbalizations are a subset of
the cognitive processes that generate any kind of recordable
response or behavior." (p. 9). As with any other data,
researchers should be aware of the strengths and limitations of
verbal data. For example, verbal data is most likely to be valid
when a subject has been thinking about the task verbally and the
information remains in short term memory.

If verbal data is to be a powerful tool in theory development and
evaluation, then it is imperative that it can be subjected to various
aggregation and analysis routines in order to achieve succinct
representations of the information it contains. For example, it
can be subjected to the types of data reduction techniques
currently being used for observational data. Verbalization, after
all, is one of the most important elements of the human
behavioral repertoire, and can be used as a vehicle for
organizing, directing and evaluating action towards a goal.

The other type of protocol analysis is non-verbal protocol
analysis. Non-verbal protocol analysis stretches to all types of
observations of serial behavior such as sequences of facial
expressions, gestures, play behavior, and non-verbal
communication (Scherer and Ekrnan, 1982). Such observational
techniques are usually not nearly as intrusive, or potentially
inmasive, as verbal protocol techniques, because the subject is
not necessarily aware of being observed. Rigorous analytical
techniques are seemingly better applied to the more objective,
less self-conscious nature of non-verbal protocols. However,
verbal and non-verbal data might be equally successfully
analyzed with ethological data reduction techniques.

When used together, verbal protocol analysis and non-verbal
observational techniques are capable of capturing much of the
richness of a situation being examined. However, both
techniques involve detailed transcription and analysis,which are
very time-consuming. One of the principal goals of the work
discussed herein is to develop'methodological tools that will
allow such data to be analyzed easily, and sound models to be
developed quickly. The SHAPA environment, to be described,
is a first step towards this. SHAPA is designed to afford
researchers more direct engagement with a large, immensely
rich, but hitherto relatively undigestible, body of data.

Purpose of SHAPA

Protocol analysis is notoriously difficult and tirne-consunaing to
perform. The time required for analysis of a protocol has been
estimated to be an order of magnitude greater than the time
required to actually record the protocol! This means that too
often researchers use protocols as anecdotal support for theories
or points being made, without building any kind of a statistical
case on the basis of verbal data for the assertions that it is
supporting. Any tools that can shorten this process and help

verbal data be treated as any other sort of data, where
appropriate, are invaluable.

It has been clear that what is needed is a highly general,
interactive protocol analysis environment where the human
eneoder still makes the high-level judgments required, but the
computer takes the burden for much of the "hack" work.
SHAPA is a coordinated, interactive protocol analysis
environment where researchers can encode a wide variety of data
according to categories of their own choosing, in the context of a
model or theory of their choosing. Thus SHAPA is to protocol
data what a spreadsheet program is to numerical data, or what a
word processor is to text: it is intelligent about the sorts of things
a researcher might want to do with verbal or non-verbal
protocols, while being blind to particular domains, contexts, or
theories. SHAPA should allow a researcher to see more quickly
the patterns in various types of sequential behavior. This should
expedite data analysis and model development.

SHAPA allows the researcher to carry out the steps for protocol
analysis suggested by Ericsson and Simon (1980, 1984) as well
as others. Verbal statements, or segments of non-verbal
behavior, can be encoded as atomic formulae from the predicate
calculus. Predicate calculus is an AI-based language for
expressing propositions and their relations in a standard format
(see Charniak and McDermott, 1986). SHAPA does not assume
that researchers always wish to use the entire predicate calculus
to encode raw protocols. It merely uses the simpler of its
conventions as an encoding syntax.

SHAPA provides a set of tools for identifying strategies and
information flow from complex verbal and non-verbal protocols.
At present, SHAPA best handles protocols from individual
subjects, but we are embarking on a project to make it better
handle protocols from multiple sources in parallel. SHAPA will
continue to evolve as models of the impact of automation, crew
communications and workload-management strategies develop.
However it should, in its turn, accelerate the development of
useful models in these areas. The use of such a tool speeds the
evelopment of useful models of strategic and interpersonal
ctors in cockpits, control rooms, or operations centers. It

allows protocols to be analyzed at various levels of abstraction,
allowing tests of different models of performance. Additionally,
better models of workload can be built. We will be able better to
...... and classify situations where performance will be
threatened, providing predictive tools for designers of
instrumentation and decision support systems.

PROTOCOL ENCODING USING SHAPA

The steps required for the more detailed encoding of protocols
will now be ,'numerated, and the role of SHAPA described
whe, c .cievant. This treatment deals mostly with the analysis of
verbal data; however, it is easy to see how the technique could
be extended to nonverbal data such as motor and performance
data. In practice, the steps outlined here are seldom done in
such a linear sequence: there is usually much back-tracking,
adjustment and correction as protocol analysis gets under way.
This is fully supported in SHAPA.

1. Task Analysis

Even before the protocol is taken, the researcher should
understand the probTem space of the particular task at hand. The
Important system states of the task environment sh6uid--be

identified, along with the im,portant operators (actions). This is
equivalent to identifying the 'problem space" (Newell and
Simon, 1972). The researcher should start to develop a
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descriptive language for task states, perceptual states and
operators. However, the development of the descriptive
language can be helped by SHAPA.

It may only become clear what the syntax and vocabulary should
be once the encoding has started. There can be a
"bootstrapping" cycle here', the best descriptive.. language., may
only become obvious once the encodmg begms. This Is
particularly true during the first few protocols in a set.

2. Transcription and Segmentation

The process of ehciting a verbal protocol from a subject will not
be discussed here (the reader might consult the Appendix in
Ericsson and Simon, 1984, for a short discussion of this). The
stream of verbalization or behavior needs to be transcribed from
audio or video tape and broken into segments for encoding.
Researchers may also want to include time codes and symbolic
representations of pauses in speech or behavior.

Segmentation involves breaking the stream of verbalization into
sentences, clauses or phrases that express one idea and that can
be encoded with one predicate (see 3. and 4.). Alternatively,
segmentation can be performed where there are pauses in
verbalization. The segments may be syntactically and/or
semantically distinct, but must be sufficiently cognitively distinct
to be encoded in a predicate.

3. Determine Encoding Vocabulary and Notation

Encoding vocabulary. As mentioned above, an encoding
vocabulary, or descriptive language, needs to be developed.
The basic idea is that when handling any sequence of behavior
or verbalization, decisions have to be made about (1) what
aspects of the situation are worthy of being noted, (2) what
aspects of the situation must be distinguished from each other,
and (3) what aspects are sufficiently similar to be classed
together. When determining the encoding vocabulary, an
important goal should be to reduce the variability in the natural
language, or unconstrained behavior, to essential propositions
which retain the semantics of the situation in the context of the
theoretical disposition of the encoders.

SHAPA is relatively theoretically "agnostic" and has been
designed to handle a wide variety of representations for
problem-solving tasks. Researchers need to generate a working
set of important distinctions they want to make about the
behavior or utterances in the protocol record. Each of these
distinctions can be qualified by what is, for all practical
purposes, an infinite number of qualifiers or arguments.
Obviously, however, an encoder wants to reduce a protocol to
its "essentials", according to a theoretical viewpoint, so will
choose qualifiers and arguments as parsimoniously as possible.

Encoding notation. Once the encoding vocabulary has been
decided upon, there needs to be a standard, convenient notation
for encoding--this will increase the reliability of the analysis.
SHAPA uses something rather like the "atomic formula" of
predicate calculus as a general encoding notation (Charniak and
McDermott, 1986). The atomic formula consists of a predicate
(also called an operator) and its arguments (also called its terms).
Predicates can be verbs or nouns that represent the verbal or
non-verbal activity that is of interest, or the propositional content
of an utterance. The arguments qualify the predicate and provide
details about the current situation. This fundamental
representational syntax does not mean that SHAPA requires that
thought or action be modeled according to the entire p.redicate
calculus, even though it might sometimes be appropriate. It is
simply a general and flexible way of representing the content of
an utterance.

1. The predicate MONITOR might need to be qualified by (1)
what is being monitored and (2) why it is being
monitored.

2. The predicate COMMAND might need to be qualified by (1)
who gives the command, (2) to whom it is directed, (3)
the content of the command, and (4) the directness or
indirectness of the command.

3. The predicate STATE might reflect comments about current
system state, and include (1) the parameter being
discussed and (2) its value.

The encoding vocabulary should handle as many of the
verbalizations as possible, including queries, exclamations, and
so on. Similarly, "place-holding arguments" should be chosen
that indicate the syntax for the predicate arguments. Thus the
canonical form of these predicates would be as follows:

I. MONITOR(<WHAT>,<WHY>)
2. COMMAND(<BY>,<TO>,<CONTENT>,<DIRECTNESS >)
3. STATE(<PARAMETER>,<VALUF_)

The place-holding arguments are surrounded by brackets to
indicate that they have not yet been replaced by a constant based
on the content of the raw protocol.

4. Perform Encoding.

This is where the SHAPA environment is used to its fullest
extent. The SHAPA interface is similar to a full-screen editor,
withcertainconstraintsimposedbythenatureoftheraw
protocol and protocol encoding files and the need to preserve
theirintegrity.The encodercan move throughthefilemuch in
theway one would ina word processor.S_A provides
variousscreenformatoptionsforhow _ raw protocoland
protocolencodingfilescanbedisplayedonthescreensegrncnt
by segment.SHAPA's defaultlayoutalternatesbetweenlinesof
raw protocoland linesofencodingasshown inFigureI.

Encoding individual segments. When the encoder wishes
to encode a segment, he or she moves the cursor to the protocol
encoding file line associated with that segment. He or she
decides upon the appropriate predicate for the segment, and
entersanabbreviatedformofthepredicatename (e.g.,G for
GOAL forC forCOMMAND). S_A thendisplaysthe

hoap_olinpriatesyntacticalformofthepredicatewiththeplace-
g arguments--GO_J.L<PAILAMETER>,<VALUE>)-In

the associated line of the protocol encoding file. The encoder
then uses the cursor keys to move through the displayed
predicate to replace place-holding arguments with standardized
representations of the content of the protocol segment. For

____Zi_bL___ PE_dtcatam _mh ..... Lavaut _ae.art

Line i Col I MEALPREP.I->HEALE_C.I Insert

I I'm going to plan a dinner party _or slx people
_o_(PLANldinner fo_ 6, , ), , }

2 two of those people will be myeelf and Bill

LIST(guesta, )
3 two will be lay parents,

0

4 and two will be a couple that I know from Chicago
0

5 The sort of dinner party that I want is one wlth three courses.
UO_l(3-courna, , )

6 I'm qolng tO have a hard day's work before hand
0

7 so I'm going to try to do it ill In two houra
CONSTRAI_T(tlme, , )

8 SO what I have to do is plan the different coursoa that I want,

GOAL[PLA_(oourses, , }, , )
9 the three Courses,

{}
i0 work out what I need to buy.

GOAL(PLAN(purchasez, , ), , }

11 I'll go to the supermarket
PLM4(vlolt-supermarket, , }

Syntax: GOAL(<WRAT>,<VALENCE>,<MARKER>) AIt-A Toggle Active

Figure 1. SHAPA encoding screen with alternating line layout
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instance, the encoder might first replace <PARAMETER> with
rawprotoco!-based content, leaving:

GOAL(flowrate,<VALUE>)
and then might replace <VALUE> with the following qualifier
from the raw protocol:

GOAL(flowrate,increase).
The continual presence of the predicate as it is transformed from
its canonical form to its encoded form ensures standardization
which aids reliability of encoding.

It is important that the researcher decide in advance how much
contextual information will be used to disambiguate unclear
protocol segments, and how anaphoric references should be
handled. Previous verbalizations or the logic of the task may
make it clear what is being referred to. For the purest protocol
analysis, where each verbalization is considered a single piece of
data, replacing anaphoric references or missing referents with
inferred referents is considered tantamount to "fudging the data".
The level at which the use of context is appropriate is a judgment
that needs to be made in advance by the researcher.

Aggregate encoding. So far the description has dealt with
the encoding of individual segments only. However it is not
necessary to provide an encoding for each protocol segment, and
an encoder may actually want to encode a protocol at a higher
level of abstraction or aggregation than this. Protocols can be
encoded at multiple levels of abstraction: at a segment-by-
segment level or at higher levels that might include "strategies",
"episodes", "subroutines", or "phases". There may be habitual
subroutines that are "run off" verbally with very little variability
between instances. In this case, two or more segments might be
encoded with a more global predicate.

SHAPA supports encoding at different levels of abstraction in
two principal ways: (1) by providing the potential for inserting
higher-level predicates on an encoding line of their own within a
given protocol encoding f'de and (2) by providing the
opportunity for encoding using multiple files.

Different researchers will inevitably approach a protocol from
different theoretical viewpoints. These differences will probably
be most markedly seen when encoding at a higher level. For
instance, one researcher may wish to see how well the GOMS
model accounts for the data (Card, Moran and Newell, 1983)
and will tend to group predicates under higher-order predicates
such as GOAL, OPERATOR, METHOD and SELECTION.
Another researcher may wish to test whether a software change
leads to the same operator fimction model (Mitchell and Miller,
1986) and might use previously determined categories to see if
transitions between functions are still the same.

As mentioned, our use of the predicate notation does not imply
that researchers must understand or adopt predicate calculus for
their protocol analysis. Some of the fundamentals for doing so
are present if this is desired. The researcher brings his or her
own theoretical disposition to the task of protocol analysis and
the predicate-based protocol encoding file can be used in a wide
variety of possible analyses.

DATA MANIPULATION AND ANALYSES

Although a researcher can learn much from examining the
encoded protocol, there is much that cannot be seen with
"eyeballing". If verbal data are to be treated as any other sort of
data, as Ericsson and Simon (1984) suggest, then verbal
protocol analysis should be supported with tools that encourage
exploration. Such tools should allow researchers to interact

SHAPA: Verbal Protocol Analysis

Encoding: MEALENC. 1

JUDGE (<WHAT>, <WRT>, <AGE>, <VALENCE>, <MARKER>)

CONSTRAING (<WHAT>, <VALENCE>, <MARKER>}

GOAL {<WHAT>, _VALENCE>, <MARKER>)

PLAN (<WHAT>, <WMY>, <_RKER>)

LIST (<WHAT>, <MARKER>)

E-COgENT (<WHAT>)

MEANS (<WHAT>, <MARKER>}

i GOAL(PLAN(dlnner for 6, , |, , )

2 LIST (guests, )

5 GOAL(3-courses, , }

7 CONSTRAINT(tlme, , )

8 GOAL(PLAN{courses, , ), , )

I0 GOAL(PLAN(purchases, , ), , }

1I PLAN(vlslt-sup_rmarket, , )

12 GOAL(PLAN(eooklng-sequence, , ), , )

14 CONSTRAINT [k I t then-help, pre_ent, )

16 GOAL(3-coursss, ,#8)

17 PLAN{MKANS(3-courses, }, , )

18 CONSTRAINT(guests, , )

19 LIST{CONSTHAINT{guestS, , ), )

35 JUDGE{PLAN(meal, , ),GOAL(PLAN(meal, , ] ...

Figure 2. Report of(panof) encoding file without raw protocol

fluendy with the verbal data, almost as one would with numbers
in a statistical or spreadsheet program. Thus once the segments
of a protocol have been encoded--at whatever level of
aggregation--further analyses are available. In the following
sections, statistical analyses and modeling tools available in
SHAPA are described.

1. Indentation

One of the most important steps in understanding a problem
solving strategy is understanding the flow of control of
behavior. Superordinate goals, episodes or subroutines can be
marked at their head with a suitable predicate. Subsequent
activity that represents the means or strategies to reach those
goals is subsumed under that heading. SHAPA incorporates a
formatting facility where encoded segments can be grouped and
indented to suggest flow of control.

. The indentation procedure provides an interactive "visualization"
tool for the researcher to experiment with different hypotheses
about the flow of control. An indented file can be saved,
providing information that can later be analyzed about the
hierarchical structuring of verbalizations.

2. Filtering

After performing an encoding, a researcher will want to examine
it various ways, either on the screen, in hard copy, or in a file
dump. SHAPA allows the researcher to suppress different
aspects of the raw protocol and protocol encoding files at output
so as to have an output that highlights features of interest
Figure 2 shows part of a report listing predicate canonical forms
and encoding lines without their raw protocol segments.

3. Report of Constants

Encoders will be interested in the size of the vocabulary they use
to encode predicate arguments, and in how consistently they
apply that vocabulary. At any point during encoding, SHAPA
will quickly provide a report of the constants usedunder each
"place-holding" argument of the predicates. For instance, in a
aviation setting the predicate

GOAL(<PARAMETER>,<VALUE>)
arrn_aldybe examined. SHAPA will _pon its frequency of usage

the number of times GOAL was an embedded predicate.
The constants used for <PARAMETER> may include a/titude,
heading, direction, air speed and velocity. On viewing this list
the encoder may see that some constants are synonyms for
others, as in the case of heading and direction.
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4 Collection of Predicate Instances

For some applications, researchers will be interested in
collecting together segments that have been encoded with the
same predicate. For example, in a study of cockpit
communication it is important to examine information inquiries
among crew members m order to determine information flow.
All segments requesting information could be encoded as
INQUIRY statements. These statements needed to be collected
together so that a graphical representation' of the crew's flow of
communication couldbe developed.

SHAPA will report selected encoding lines on the basis of the
predicate name or on the basis of a particular constant used as
one of the arguments for that predicate. Thus one might collect
all INQUIRY statements regardless of the way their arguments
have been encoded. Alternatively, one might collect all
INQUIRY statements where the constant for the place-holding
argument <SPEAKER> could be, for example, captain. This
would allow one to examine all inquiries made by the captain of
the aircraft.

5. Cross-Reliability

In the context of verbal protocol analysis, reliability is the
tendency for one encoding of a protocol to be similar to another,
whether they be separate encodings by one person or by
different people. Verbal protocol analysis cannot have any
pretensions to validity unless at some level it is reliable. Good
agreement between encoders suggests a clear, unambiguous

rotocol with respect to the encoding vocabulary chosen, but
oes not guarantee that what has been said bears a faithful

relationship to the mental processes involved in the task in
question. Thus reliability does not guarantee validity.

SHAPA provides a reliability cross-check between the predicates
used in two encodings of the one raw protocol fde. It can
compare encodingsperformed with the same set of predicates or
two different sets of predicates. When comparing two Ides,
SHAPA sets up a matrix that has the predicates used in the fast
encoding as the rows, and the predicates used in the second
encoding as the columns. Each encoded segment is represented
as a tally in the appropriate cell of the matrix. When the rows
and columns represent the same set of predicates, then two
encodings with good reliability would reveal a large number of
observations on the left diagonal. With this matrix approach,
predicates resulting in high and low reliability can easily be
distinguished. Another feature of this approach is that the
predicates on the rows and columns need not be the same. The
matrix-based reliability cross-check allows a researcher to see
which predicates might be considered to refer to the same thing,
and which predicates have only partially overlapping meanings.

6. Transition Matrices

An important way of capturing patterns in the protocol record is
to look at the sequencing of behavior. Transition frequency
matrices can be constructed from which a variety of analyses can
be performed (van Hooff, 1982). Transition analyses help to

First Order Transition Matrix
---Successor .............

Predecessor J C G P L EC M
JODGE 5 2 I 5 I 2

CONSTRAINT I I 2 1 1 1
GOAL I 3 1 5 I

Plan 5 I 3 5 5 {
LIST 2 1 4 i

E-COI_4ENT l

ME,_3 i 1 : i : :

Figure 3. First order transition matrix

• Fzeque_cy O£ JUDG_ with talpect to GOAL
$ +

I XXX
4 + ×XX X_X

I ×MX XXX
2 ÷ XXX XXX X_X _X XXX X_ X_X

i XXX XX_X XXX XXX XXX XX_ XXX X_ MX_ XMX XX_ ZXX
0 ÷.... ÷ .... ÷.... ÷.... ÷.... ÷.... ÷.... ÷.... ÷ .... ÷.... ÷.... ÷ .... ÷.... ÷_

PORition _6 _5 _4 -3 _2 _1 G 1 2 3 4 5 6

Frequgncy of PLAN with relpect to _OAL
6+

I XXX
4 + XXX

[ XXX XXX XXX XXX X_
2 ÷ _X XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X_ZX X_ XXX

I XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XX_X XXX XXX XXX XX_X XX_ XXX
0 +.... _ .... ÷.... ÷.... ÷.... +.... •.... ÷.... • .... +.... +.... 4.... ÷.... ÷-

Position -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 G I 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 4. Lag sequential analysis

determine whether a verbal segment or piece of behavior is
generally strongly influenced by the behavior before it; that is,
whether there are dependencies in the data matrix. Such
analyses allow the researcher to detect subsystems of
verbalization or behavior that serve a specific function.

The analysis may thus reveal habitual or stereotyped patterns of
behavior, such as GOAL-->STATUS-->PLAN. Such patterns
may indicate elemental functional nex/such as planning a course
of action or anticipating future activity. It is then up to the
researcher to determine how much the regularity of the pattern is
due to environmental constraints and how much to human
preferences and strategies, and to draw conclusions appropriate
to the hypotheses bein$ tested. A fhst order _ansition marx
generated by SHAPA _sshown in Fil_ure 3. SHAPA also
provides second and third order wans_tion matrices which are
potentially one and two orders of magnitude larger.

7 Lag Sequential Analysis

In some domains, whether with verbal or nonverbal data, there
may be a tendency for one type of utterance or activity to precede
or follow another at a certain remove. For instance, in crew
communication a response may tend always to come between
two and four statements following an inquiry. This general
tendency might be missed by transitionaImatrix analyses, where
strict sequences of predicates are used. Lag sequential analysis
allows these more vague patterns and dependencies in the
sequence of protocol segments to be discerned (Douglas and
Tweed, 1979). Figure 4 contains two graphs of a lagsequential
analysis report generated by SHAPA. Separate graphs are
generated for each available predicate.

8. Frequency of Cycles

The final analysis has been adopted from Fisher (1988), and is
similar to various ethological techniques for finding regularities
in behavior sequences. "Fisher's Cycles", as we will call them,
provide a report of actually occurring sequences of predicates
rather than formally defined sequences as in transition analyses.
It is a powerful heuristic for identifyingthe patterns in the data
that relies upon human rather than machine pattern recognition
ability. It also avoids the intensive c_.,nputation often needed to
identify and compare patterns.

More details about SHAPA can be found in Sanderson, James,
and Seidler (1989),
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CONCLUSION

As a piece of software, SHAPA is in the cognitive engineering

tradition of exploiting human pattern-recognition abilities to
amplify the user's "intelligence" (Norman and Draper, 1986;
Woods and Roth, 1988). SHAPA is designed to facilitate the
initial determination of appropriate vocabularies for encoding

and to speed up the encoding and analysis of a series of files
once an encoding scheme has been established. In this way,
researchers can encode a greater number of protocols and
generate measures of verbal or non-verbal behavior that can
more quickly become amenable to conventional inferential

statistics, or other pattern-recognition techniques. SHAPA is
designed to engender a feeling of direct engagement with the
protocol data and to make the manipulation of data as direct as
possible.

With experience in analyzing verbal protocols, the researcher
will have educated himself ot herself in what to look for in a

protocol--the patterns of verbalizations or actions and the
evidence for theoretically important distinctions. Future
protocols should then be much easier to analyze because the
patterns should be easier to discern. Ideally, at this point the

researcher should have the conceptual tools to classify subjects'
conscious strategies on the basis of a smaller, more diagnostic
sample of behavior. One may finally reach the point where a
well-structured questionnaire, interview or behavioral test allows
the subject to classify themselves reliably with respect to the
categories important for the research at hand (see Sanderson,
1989, for an example on a small scale).

Protocol analysis and observational techniques support the kind
of conceptual model-building that is sufficient to support design

decisions. They often suggest hypotheses that might be tested in
further observationor inmore controlledexperimental
manipulations. One of the byproducts of the proposed work is
that the conceptual advances offered by model building in the
SHAPA encourage more focussed observational techniques, or
experimental 'spin-offs' that can be performed in more
controlled environments. In other words, SHAPA should help
researchers 1cam what to look for, and how to measure iL

As further requirements of protocol analysis come to light,
SHAPA will be developed to incorporate them as far as
possible. In the future, SHAPA will be developed on the
Macintosh so as to include more "visualization aids" where

researchers can explore different ways of graphically
representing protocol data to show patterns in their data.
SHAPA will also be streamlined so that it more comfortably
handles handle protocol data from multiple interacting agents,
such as groups of people or a person interacting with a
computer.

Major developments of SHAPA are currently being determined.
Development of SHAPA will include integrating time into the
protocol analysis. Time stamping of encoded lines will aUow

coordination with video protocols through a VCR interface as
well as with continuous and discrete status variables taken from

the environment, Features and analyses for integrating multiple
encodings of the same protocol will be considered. Analysis of
results across protocols will allow for a more holistic approach

once simple protocol analysis through SHAPA has established.
Further filtenng and isolation of status variables, predicates, and
arguments, and representation of data patterns in graphical form,
will allow for greater visualization of the encoding.

Developing such a coordinated data analysis environment will be
a large job, but not a conceptually difficult one once the basic
needs and constraints had been identified. In the meantime, we

feel that SHAPA represents a significant step towards solving

some of the practical problems of performing protocol analysis,
such as swift access to the data and speed of manipulation. It
also enriches the types of conclusions that can be drawn by
importing analyses from the non-verbal domain.
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